Piece A: information leaflet
How a gas mask works

Before you wear your gas mask you need to know how to use it. In this leaflet you will
find out about gas masks.

What is a gas mask?
Gas masks protect you from poison. They are made from black rubber and metal which
makes it very hot when you wear it. You have to carry it everywhere by putting it in a
cardboard box. Even though it keeps you safe it is really hot and sweaty.

Features
The main features on this gas mask are holes where it opens and closes so you can
drink. Also, there is a vacuum in the side of the mask to suck in the gas and store it
safely away. Here is a list of other features:







A strap
A filter
A voice changer
An air tank
Eye holes
Fresh air pump

Inside the gas mask is a voice changer - just in case you stumble across an enemy you
can change your voice so they don’t shoot you. You use the voice changer (V.C.) by
putting in a country before you pull it on, but the only options are: German, British,
American or Scottish.

Operation
It works by sucking the poison in and storing it in an empty compartment and when it is
full, it moves the gas somewhere else (rather than inside the gas mask).

When it comes in use
You need one of these gas masks when the enemy is coming to bomb your city / village
so that you can get rid of the dangerous gas. As it gets rid of the gas it enables you to
breath. This abnormal event may occur at night so you need to be prepared to suddenly
put it on. If a bombing plane comes over then you must know how to put the gas mask
on quickly.

I hope you have now learnt how to use it.
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